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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
The Brahmaputra River (Jamuna in Bangladesh), originates from southern Tibet and runs through China, Bhutan and India.2,800 km long, Catchment area 552,000 km2,  (8.1 percent exists in Bangladesh. )The study reach: from the upstream boundary near Bahadurabad Ghat to Aricha Ghat near the confluence of Ganges river with distance about 150 km.  Flood flow width is about 14 km.  Average bed slope is 1/13000 (7.7 x 10^(-5))in study reach,  Size of bed material  0.264 mm in d50
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プレゼンテーションのノート
Water discharges: from 1980 to 2011 at Bahadurabad. The average value of annual maximum flood discharge is estimated at about 65,000 m3/s.The bar chart of max yearly discharge at Bahadurabad. Discharge is obtained from Rating curve. usually water level is measured daily .. but discharge is measured on an average 3/4 times per month ( however data in wet season is very few). So discharge is calculated by Rating curve and there may be some deviation from actual value.



Major floods in Bangladesh
Flood
year

Flood–affected
area (km2)

As % of total
area of country

Rank

1955 50,500 35.37 6
1974 52,600 36.84 5
1987 57,300 40.13 3
1988 89,970 63.01 2
1998 100,250 67.93 1
2004 55,000 37.27 4

4Source: Thomas Hofer & Bruno Messerli, Floods in Bangladesh, 2006 

Area of Bangladesh: 147,570 km2

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
There were big floods historically as on the table. 1987 and 1988 floods in Bangladesh were very big. After those event the channel  morphology changed dramatically at the planned Jamuna Bridge site. It triggered big discussion of the feasibility of the Bridge project.



Formation region of meso-scale bed 
form by Kuroki and Kishi (1984)

Actual values of formation region of meso-scale bed form by Kuroki and Kishi (1984)
_____________________________________________
Q, m3/s      B,m H0, m BI0

0.2/H0 τ* Region*1
________________________________________________
65,600.0    13,800   11.19     186      1.98   MRB*2
83,485.0    14,500   11.19     182      2.12   MRB*2
16,750.0    11,000    8.60      192      1.52   MRB*2
_______________________________________________
*1: Region of bed form,  *2: Multiple row bar 5

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Kuroki and Kishi (1984) proposed the criterion of meso-scale bed form of river channelbased on depth integrated governing equation. Figure 2.12 shows their criterion where I0is the bed slope, H0 is the flow depth,   is the non-dimensional bed shear stress, A:No occurrence, B: Alternate bar (single row bar) C: Multiple- row bar.In Table 2.3 the formative region of meso-scale bed form of Jamuna River is shownconsidering mean sediment size d50 =0.264 mm, Average gradient, Io= 1:12987 anddifferent discharge & flow width at Bahadurabad Ghat station.Therefore, according to the Kuroki and Kishi (1984) criterion bed form of Jamuna Rivercan be considered as multiple row bars.



Proposed sites Stability of the River Cost of 

construction

Grand total: 

River width

(Crore TK)

Estimated traffic volume Evaluation of 

Priority

Geomor-

phology

River –

mor-

phology

Passenger Trip: 10,000 

persons/year, 

Commodity flow: 1,000 

tons/year

4.2 

km

5.2-5.6 

km

Passenger 

trips

Commodity 

flow

Bahadurabad B A’ 457 499 4,324 2,442 (3,655) B

Gabargaon A’ A 474 497 4,324 2,442 (3,655) A’

Sirajganj A A’ 433 477 4,452 3,506 (4,419) A

Nagarbari C C 471 488 5,056 3,848 (4,666) B

JICA, 1976,
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According JICA Inception Report (1976), three factors, such as (a) stability of river channel, (b) construction costs and (c) traffic volume must be taken as the condition for selecting the most suitable site for bridge crossing. From the viewpoint of the first factor, it was ascertained that the two sites of Sirajganj and Gabargaon are the best among the four and there is nothing to choose between them. Taking into consideration the other two factors together, that is further considering the total construction costs including those of river control works and the traffic volume estimated at the stage of preliminary design, then it was decided to take the Sirajganj site as the most suitable one for the bridge crossing.1 Unit, Cost: Crore TK,   Passenger Trip: 10,000 persons/year, Commodity flow: 1,000 tons/year2 Figures for passenger trips show the estimated passenger trips crossing the Jamuna in2002/03.3 Figures for commodity flow show the estimated commodity flow crossing the Jamuna in 2002/03. 4 Figure ( ) show the goods movement in the presence of coal mining and cement project in Bogra District. It is assumed that the project in Bogra will be in operation in the 1990’s5 All costs given in the above table were counted at unit prices as of March, 1974 6 The following costs were excluded from the grand total in the above table. a. Cost for administration and engineering. b. Cost of general facilities for construction.c. Contingencies.7 Costs for the Sirajganj site are based on closing the upper inlet channel of the Dhaleswari River.
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The Jamuna Bridge Project： at the site near Sirajganj, 54 km upstream of the confluence. In the period 1987-1992 the outer banks of the braided system at the proposed bridge Axis moved east, and the west respectively.　This completely distorted the idea of having a 4.8 km long bridge with guide bunds built in the flood plains at both sides. Because of the expected additional costs it was decided to construct one of the guide bunds on a mid-river char (local name for sand bank). It can be noticed that the guide bund system is not in the middle of the braid belt any more and the guide bunds are not opposite each other but slightly shifted. The upstream length of the guide bunds was 2.2 km for the EGB (East Guide Bund) and 2.1 km for the WGB (West Guide Bund). And in case of severe erosion both side of the upstream of the bridge site, spurs were planned as the figure, these are finally cut out inside the bridge construction project. construction of a 4.8 km long bridge to carry a 4-lane carriage way (width: 18.5 m) with shoulders and with foundations strong enough to carry a railway line, electric power interconnector, gas pipeline and telecommunication facilities; the foundations was pile:  diameter 2.5-3.0 m, length 70-90 m, tube- type, to hold weight by friction (b) construction of two end viaducts of about 128 meters each to connect bridge to approach       roads;(c) construction of two guide bunds of about 2.2 km each and a flood protection bund on the      east bank to regulate the river at the chosen site;(d) construction of two approach roads on embankments at each end of the bridge; eastern      side 16km (linked to national road No. 4), western side 14km (linked to national road No. 5)(e) measures to mitigate the effects on the environment, Project Affected People (PAP, about    100,000),  fisheries, and wildlife; and,(f) technical assistance and training including project management, construction supervision,     and institution building training of Jamuna Multipurpose Bridge Authority (JMBA).Total Project Cost : US$696.00 million  (based date was July 1993)The World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, Japan’s OECF  contributed US$200.00 million as a joint financing method and the Government of Bangladesh contributed US$96 millionSource World Bank
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1998, 2007 Satellite image shows the sever west side bank erosion at upstream of Sirajganj hard point.And also east side bank erosion between Bhuapur hard point and Jamuna Bridge.  2007, 2011, Satellite image show the severe west side bank erosion at upstream of the Jamuna Bridge.    



Photo-1: Sirajganj Hard Point
revetment on Jamuna River.
reinforcement of toe (visible during
low flow) with concrete blocks placed
during floods at time of structure
failure. (2013 Feb.)

Photo-2 : Mollabari Cross-bar on Jamuna River,
as seen a) from Jamuna River (looking
downstream), and b) from apex of structure,
looking upstream. (2013 Feb.)

a.) b.)
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the Sirajganj Hard Point (Photo 1), a 2.5km-long concrete-block revetment that protects the west bank of the Jamuna River close to the town of Sirajganj.  The top of the Hard Point elevation is at PWD+16m (PWD being a local reference approximate to sea level) while the commonly-accepted flood danger level at Sirajganj is PWD+13.35m.  Portions of the Sirajganj Hard Point fail each year during flood season as the toe of the river bank below the revetment erodes.  Stockpiles of boulders and concrete blocks wait on the Hard Point, in preparation for flood season, at which time they are dropped into the river to reinforce portions of the revetment that fail.  The Mollabari Cross-bar locate 6 km downstream from Sirajganj and which is a 1.7km-long structure similar to a spur dike, with top elevation of PWD+16m (Photo 2 a and 2 b), comprised of dredging spoil and hardened with geotextile bags filled with sand (250kg geobags). The Mollabari Cross-bar is a pilot project demonstrating and testing an innovative potential engineering solution that addresses several objectives simultaneously: 1) protecting of the west bank of the Jamuna River which is actively eroding as the river braid-plain migrates westward, 2) promoting sediment deposition and land accretion on the downstream side of the cross-bar, and 3) creating a location for placement and beneficial use of dredging spoil. 
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This figure presents the maximum scour depth measured in the period 2004 through 2009 near the head of each Guide Bund. In particular in the year 2006 the observed scour near the WGB reached more than PWD−30 m. In the years 2008 and 2009 also deep scour holes below PWD −15m were observed near the EGB
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This is Channel incidence map (1973-1996 before JMB, 2000-2009 after JMB) made by Bangladesh CEGIS (Center for Environmental and Geographic Information Service)The Jamuna Bridge River Training Works (RTW) has stabilized the channel pattern slightly upstream in between and downstream of the guide bunds.During most years since construction two channels are present, one along the WGB (West Guide Bund) and the other one along the EGB (East Guide Bund). These two channels confluence a few km downstream of the guide bunds.Downstream of the WGB a considerable area of former char land is not subject to erosion any more. Also more downstream over a distance of about 20 km newly formed land along the right bank of the river seems to remain in a stable position, whereas more downstream a bifurcation has created a system with two anabranches. This system is still widening. Reference: Gerrit J. Klaassen, Hans van Duivendijk, Mamin H. Sarker, (2012), Performance review of Jamuna Bridge River training works 1997-2009 (River Flow 2012), San José, COSTA RICA
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12Enayetpur Spur 

Photo 3c
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Approximately 30km downstream of Sirajganj to the town of Enayetpur, also located on the west bank of the Jamuna River.As indicated the Channel Incidence Map, this area is the west side of starting point of bifurcation with two anabranches.the Enayetpur Spur, one of two semi-permeable spur dikes located close to the town of Enayetpur and designed to protect the west bank of the Jamuna River from erosion.  



Photo 4a) Enayetpur Spur on Jamuna River, 4b) geobag reinforcement around
pilings of semi-permeable spur dike.

a.) b.)
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the Enayetpur Spur, one of two semi-permeable spur dikes located close to the town of Enayetpur and designed to protect the west bank of the Jamuna River from erosion (Photo 4a).  The Enayetpur Spur consists of a 1km-long spur of unconsolidated dredging material hardened by 250kg geobags and a 500m pier (Photo 4b). The pier allows water to pass between the piles; thus this design is considered semi-permeable. The semi-permeable design is favored by Bangladeshi engineers as construction costs of such semi-permeable structures are low as compared to solid structures.  However, in practice it is necessary to reinforce the semi-permeable spur dike with geobags each year to protect against local scour around the piles, which extend to a depth of PWD-10m (Photo 4b).  The geobag reinforcement is necessary to prevent pier outflanking and spur failure, yet costs and changes in design hydraulics due to the geobag reinforcement are not considered in original designs. 
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(1)

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Impacts of the flow width contraction on the channel morphology could be estimated roughly using 1-D model.  Figure shows a schematic diagram for bed scouring due to the contraction of the flow width.  B0 is the flow width before the contraction,  B1 is the reduced flow width and H1 is the flow depth forming in the channel after the contraction. (1) Manning formula: assuming steady uniform flow, in which v: mean velocity, n: Manning’s roughness, I is bed slope, H is depth
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(2)

(3)

(4)

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Assuming a steady, quasi- uniform flow and equilibrium sediment transportation, the equations for water and sediment transportation yield the following relations.    (2)   (4)In which n: Manning’s roughness, d: the sediment size, i: bed slope and m: exponent of non-dimensional bed load shear stress, τ_* : associated with bed load formula such as  (3)In which qb: bed load rate in unit width, σ : mass density of sediment particles, ρ: mass density of water.  Assuming ｍ=5/2, eliminating the terms associated with the bed slope in Equation (2) and (4) yields  (5)Equation (4) shows that the river bed is eroded corresponding to the contraction ratio. 
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(5)

(6)

Assuming m=5/2
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Assuming ｍ=5/2, eliminating the terms associated with the bed slope in Equation (2) and (4) yields  (5)Equation (5) shows that the river bed is eroded corresponding to the contraction ratio.  contraction scour is discussed with equation (5) .  With assuming both the Manning's roughness coefficient and sediment size are identical in two section equation (5) modified as only function of flow width.  Since they are 16,400m and 5,020m in unconstructed/constructed section, equation (5) as well as the results are equation (6)



Zb m: -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24

bridge section

Zb m: -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24

bridge section

By Yorozuya

(3). Calculation results with counter measure showing the bathymetry  at 
156 days after installing series of spur dykes

(2). Calculation results with bathymetry  at 152 days after installing the guide 
bund.

Zb m: -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24

(1). Calculation results showing the bathymetry starting from flat bed at 90 
days from initial condition
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(1).generating of braided channel:  The numerical computations are conducted using the 2-D model proposed by Takebayashi et. al.(2001, 2003, 2004) in order to investigate how the channel morphology characterized by braided streams with multiple row bars forms in the river reach where suspended sediment dominates. Braided channel with multiple row bars were successfully generated by the numerical simulation starting with flat bed.(2).investigating effects of the bridge structure on morphological change:  With using the river bed generated in (1) as initial condition, numerical simulation with the bridge structure was successfully conducted.  With this calculation, influences of the channel contraction on the bed morphology are reproduced fairly well.(3). A countermeasure is proposed for suppressing side bank erosion in the upstream region of the bridge.  It intends to form a gradual expansion of channel width towards the upstream from the contracted section with applying series of super dikes, in which bed erosion takes place and thus, side bank erosion could be suppressed. The numerical computation suggests that a bed lowering occurs in the region where the measure is conducted.With using the river bed generated in (1) as initial condition, numerical simulation with the counter measure was successfully conducted. To generate a braided channel 0.132 mm was used.And then 0.264mm was applied.The water and sediment flow was calculated at 5-second intervals.Grid size in the stream/transverse wise direction is about 500/300 m, respectively



Timely change of H1/H0 calculating 
with results of Figure 2 
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This Figure shows timely change of H1/H0 calculating with results of Figure 2Figure indicates the temporal change of ratio of water depth at the bridge section to that at uncontracted section calculating the same case with Figure (2).  Those water depths were calculated with averaging the value in cross section.  As it indicates, starting with slightly higher than 1, it sharply increases the value: then, it reached to local maximum.  Thereafter, it falls inconsiderable, then it starts to rise again with still good increasing rate.  In this figure, the value at time of 150 days, which corresponding to the Figure (2), indicates 1.8.  It is not still clear enough whether H1/H0 reaches to 2.25 as calculation indicates, but contraction scour will keep developing because of the slope in the Figure (3).  This results are still notice worthy, since equation (4) was constructed based on the bedload equation, however, results drowned in Figure (3) is results with the suspended dominated condition.
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Bangladesh Government is planning to execute Capital Dredging Plan for the expectation as followsRiver Deepening and narrowing by dredging and river training worksReclaimed land development by dredged spoilsCreate opportunity for resettlement of climate refugeesCreation of tourist attraction and green beltErosion control and livelihood asset protectionThe figure shows the image of Jamuna Bridge area. They had already started computer simulation at Institute of Water Modeling (IWM) in Bangladesh.  
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Main Bridge 4.8 km

East Guide Bund 3.07 km

West Guide Bund 3.26 km

Taunsa Barrage in 
Pakistan

Completed 1958, 
Rehabilitation work  started 2003
Irrigation water for 8000km2 area
65 gates with rock, width is about 1325m

Jamuna Bridge in 
Bangaledesh
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